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hackmanac.com

We monitor real global cyber threats in order

to understand key trends and support our

Customers in developing an effective and

sustainable Cyber Security Strategy.
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ABOUT US
In our careers we analyzed thousands of cyber

attacks while serving many of the world’s leading

corporations and organizations.

We’ve successfully completed hundreds of

assignments, each unique in scope and context,

helping our clients to make the right decisions.

Our great experience in the field of Cyber Security

and our flexible approach distinguish us as Trusted

Advisors for our Clients.
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OUR MISSION
We support Companies and Institutions to

correctly define their Cyber Defense strategy, to

optimize their Cyber Security budgets and fine-

tune their ROSI (Return On Security Investment)

by understanding what’s really happening on the

field and their actual, specific threat model.



WHY US
We have collected and are managing the

world's largest repository of successful cyber

attacks from open sources: in total, we have

analyzed over 16,000 incidents since 2011.

Our data is used by organizations and

Institutions to evaluate what really happens

in the quickly evolving Cyber landscape,

where defenses have failed and to correctly

define the strategies for an effective

protection against Cyber Threats.
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OUR NUMBERS

16+ 16,000+

12+ 9,000+

Years of
experience in

Cyber Security

Cyber Attacks
classified 
 since 2011

Years working on
Cyber Attacks

Analysis

Cyber Attacks
analyzed in the

last 5 years 
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OUR
GOALS
We proactively help organizations all over the

world to understand and manage the Cyber 

 Threat landscape

hackmanac.com

Provide Institutions and Research Centers

with information on what really happens

in  Cyber Security

Deliver data on cyber incidents to

Insurance companies

Helping companies to develop their

custom Security strategy optimizing

Cyber Defence budgets

Support small and medium businesses to

manage their Cyber Security

Raise awareness on Cyber Security issues



OUR SOLUTIONS

We offer timely and up-to-date
information about cybercriminal
activities in Dark Web

We support Research Centers,
Institutions and Insurance companies
with exhaustive and custom reports

REPORTS AND INSIGHT ON 
CYBER ATTACKS DATA

DARK WEB AND CYBER
REPUTATION  MONITORING

CYBER SECURITY STRATEGY
ASSESSMENT

CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS
AND TRAINING

We raise the level of Cyber Security by
fine-tuning the strategy that best suits
the specific needs of our Customers

We provide custom Cyber Security
Awareness Trainings to educate
about safety and security online
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REPORTS AND INSIGHTS ON
CYBER ATTACKS
At Hackmanac, we provide comprehensive data and statistics on real and successful cyber attacks. Our

team analyzes and classifies information from multiple open-source sources on both the Clear and Dark

Web to deliver accurate and reliable insights.

We offer fully customizable Reports to meet the specific needs of our clients and provide valuable

insights into cyber attacks. Our clients include Research Centers, Institutions, Organizations, Insurance

companies, and Public and Private companies.

Our reports incorporate a wealth of information on cyber attacks, including details such as the type of

attacker, target merchandise sector, attack vector, severity and impact of the attack, geography of the

victims, trends, and much more. By providing this level of detail, we help our clients stay informed and

take proactive measures to protect their digital assets.
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DARK WEB AND CYBER
REPUTATION MONITORING
Hackmanac provides reliable and verified information on cybercriminals activities in the Dark Web. Our

team carefully handpicks data from criminal websites, forums, and channels to avoid false positives and

ensure that our information is accurate and up-to-date.

We offer a free daily bulletin called "Hacks of Today" (HOT) on our social media accounts. This bulletin

summarizes our latest discoveries and provides valuable insights into potential security threats.

We also provide a Cyber Reputation Monitoring service to Private and Public companies, Professionals,

Organizations and Institutions. With our data, we can offer accurate and timely information on any

security violations and help our clients take proactive measures to protect their digital assets.
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CYBER SECURITY STRATEGY
ASSESSMENT
In today's digital landscape, developing an effective and efficient Cyber Security strategy is

paramount. However, there is no one-size-fits-all solution for every company.

A customized approach is necessary, taking into account factors such as company size, tools and

working methods, level of acceptable risk, industry-specific threats, existing Cyber Security solutions,

usability, scalability, and budget.

At Hackmanac, our goal is to elevate the overall level of Cyber Security by carefully reviewing and

fine-tuning a strategy that best suits the specific needs of our customers. We work closely with our

clients to understand their unique requirements and design a tailored Cyber Security strategy that

effectively mitigates risks and maximizes protection. 
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CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS
TRAININGS
In a world where cyber attacks and risks are becoming increasingly prevalent, it is crucial to promote Cyber

Security Awareness initiatives to educate people and organizations on how to protect themselves online.

With cyber threats constantly evolving, staying informed and up-to-date is a top priority for both small and

large companies. At Hackmanac, we are committed to supporting this important cause by providing custom

Cyber Security Awareness Trainings, up-to-date data on Cyber Attack scenarios, and free Cyber Security

resources through our Dashboard and Download area.

We believe that by educating people and organizations on the importance of Cyber Security, we can help

mitigate the risks and promote a safer online environment. We deliver customized training solutions and

expert insights to keep you informed and prepared for potential cyber threats.
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OUR
RESOURCES

hackmanac.com

Cyber Attacks Dashboard: on Hackmanac

website, to check a sample of our cyber

attacks data and analyze global trends

HOT (Hacks Of Today): daily bulletin,

every day on our website (News section)

and Social Media accounts to provide

information about daily hacks in Dark

Web

Reports and Infographics: free from our

website (Download Area) to provide

insight in Cyber Security trends and data
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OUR
CUSTOMERS

Private and Public Companies

Institutions

Insurance companies

Research organizations

Small and Medium businesses



SOCIAL

EMAIL

WEBSITE

CYBER ATTACKS DASHBOARD

info@hackmanac.com

hackmanac.com

dashboard.hackmanac.com

LET'S
CONNECT!

@hackmanac

@h4ckmanac

https://www.linkedin.com/company/hackmanac
https://twitter.com/H4ckManac
mailto://info@hackmanac.com
https://hackmanac.com/
https://dashboard.hackmanac.com/
https://linkedin.com/company/hackmanac
https://twitter.com/h4ckmanac

